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Abstract. Colorectal cancer is the second most common cause of cancer death
in the United States, with an estimated 140,000 new cases leading to 50,000
deaths this year. The best treatment is to detect and treat the cancer before it becomes invasive and spreads. The most common form of detection is the use of
optical colonoscopy in which the clinician visually inspects the surface of the
colon through an endoscope to detect the presence of polyps. Studies have
shown that even the best clinicians will sometimes miss polyps, especially the
more subtle flat polyps, and that many cancers that develop in the years immediately following a colonoscopy likely originate from missed polyps. In this paper we describe techniques for extracting several medically-driven features
from colonoscopy video that can be used to detect the presence of flat polyps.
Initial quantitative and qualitative results show that each of these features on
their own provide some level of discrimination and, when combined, have the
potential to support robust detection of flat polyps.
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Introduction

Colorectal cancer is the second most common cause of cancer death in the United
States. The American Cancer Society estimates that there will be 140,000 new cases
of colon and rectal cancer this year and that more than 50,000 Americans will likely
die from these malignancies [1].
The best treatment for any malignancy is to detect and treat before it becomes
deeply invasive and spreads away from its site of origin. To that end more than 11
million colonoscopies are performed each year in the US at an estimated cost of at
least $20 billion [2]. The justification for this effort and expense is that colonoscopy
screening is effective in detecting and removing polyps that contain, or might develop
into, malignancies, and thus this procedure should reduce the rate of subsequent colon
cancers.
There are many trials that support the contention that colonoscopy can protect patients
against future colorectal malignancies. For example, an extensive review of 88,902
participants followed over a period of 22 years from the Nurses' Health Study and the
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Health Professionals Follow-up Study in Boston found that colonoscopy reduced the
subsequent colorectal cancer rate by at least a factor of two [3]. A recently published
meta-analysis of 11 such trials involving almost 1.5 million patients showed a slightly
better result with a 61% reduction of subsequent malignancies [4].
Despite these successes many clinicians feel that a 50-60% reduction in disease
can be improved upon, more so because there is evidence to support the assertion that
polyps are missed at colonoscopy. Based on a meta-analysis of six studies using immediate, consecutive standard colonoscopies, the pooled miss rate for adenomas was
22% [5]. Although many of these missed polyps were likely small and posed little
danger to the patient, in at least one study the miss rate of large polyps (> 1 cm) was
6% [6]. It must be borne in mind that these studies were carried out by highly experienced experts at major universities and thus represent the best that people can do; it is
likely that less experienced endoscopists do less well. Finally, there is mounting evidence that even experienced endoscopists may routinely miss flat polyps (including
the predominately right-sided serrated sessile polyps) which means that the missed
polyp rate of 22% should be considered a minimum; the real value is likely much
higher [7].
Why are polyps missed? In the broadest sense there can be only two reasons. First,
perhaps they were not seen at all because the colonic surface that contained them was
never visualized. Second, the polyps may have been seen but not recognized as such
for a variety of reasons including the subtlety of their appearance, especially in the
case of flat neoplasms, inadequate lighting, a view that was too fleeting, or human
error. Our goal is to ameliorate this second problem, improving the detection of subtle
polyps which are seen but not initially recognized.
Due to evidence that many of the colon cancers that occur within a few years of a
negative colonoscopy originate from missed polyps, there have been many attempts to
improve colonoscopy including increased physician training [8], the use of specific
procedural measures (protocols) to increase the quality and effectiveness of the colonoscopy [9], at least eleven technical improvements to the colonoscope itself [10],
the use of lesion staining during the procedure [12,13], having a second trained observer during the colonoscopy procedure, and the use of alternative bowel preparation
regimens [14]. Most endoscopists agree that these approaches have not resulted in
significant improvements.
Most recently there has been interest and a growing literature on using computer
vision methods to identify colonic polyps, but most of this effort uses CT colonography as its starting point rather than optical colonoscopy which for several medical
reasons is the predominant and preferred screening method at most medical centers.
We have identified several features which are germane to flat polyps and which
clinicians use to locate them in optical colonoscopy images, including disruption of
the local innominate groove pattern, color difference, neoplasm-specific texture, disruption of vessel patterns, darkness under narrow-band imaging, and elevation. In this
paper, we develop techniques for detecting several of these features with the eventual
goal of using deep learning methods to detect the presence of a polyp.
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Related Work

There are two main types of analysis done to detect colon polyps: optical colonoscopy, performed with an endoscope, and virtual colonoscopy or colonography, performed using a CT image of the colon. As compared to colonography, colonoscopy
video provides up to 10 times better spatial resolution of the colonic surface than does
CT and additionally provides both mucosal color and texture, both of which are lacking on CT. CT does provide geometric information — even flat polyps are slightly raised
compared to their surroundings — but we have
now shown that this information can be extracted from colonoscopy videos at least as well as
from CT. In this work, we focus on images from
optical colonoscopy videos.
Most [15-17] of the work done on analyzing
optical colonoscopy images focus on raised
polyps either explicitly or implicitly by using
Figure 1: Typical raised (top)
features which do not perform well on flat
and flat (bottom) polyps. The
polyps. As shown in figure 1, raised polyps are
flat polyps are more subtle
much more obvious geometrically, and creating
geometrically.
a system which can detect them and also detect
flat polyps using the same features would be difficult if not impossible. For this reason, we focus specifically on features designed to detect the presence of flat polyps.

3

Methodology

In this section we present our current methodology for detecting polyps based on
three of the previously mentioned features: disruption to local groove patterns, difference in color distribution from surrounding areas, and depth changes.
3.1

Specular Reflection Removal

Before analyzing the texture of the image we must deal with the ubiquitous presence
of specular reflections caused by the light source attached to the colonoscope reflecting off of shiny parts of the colon surface. To do this, we have trained a neural network to remove specular reflections from images taken from colonoscopy videos.
To create a set of training images, we processed 256 frames of colonoscopy video
containing specular reflections with the acne removal features of the Meitu [18] image processing app to remove specular reflections. These formed a set of before and
after images used to train a specularity-removing neural network using the DispNet
architecture [19]. Figure 2 shows example results of the trained neural network.
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Figure 2: Polyp image from a colonoscopy video before (left) and after
(right) specular reflection removal.
3.2

Polyp Detection

After removing specular reflections, we can focus on detecting the local changes in
colon appearance resulting from the presence of flat polyps.
Our present method processes an individual frame to detect the presence of areas
with large disruption of the typical appearance of the colon’s surface. In particular,
the wall of the colon has many small grooves, called innominate grooves, which are
roughly parallel to each other. The presence of polyps causes an interruption in this
regular pattern. In addition, the polyps themselves show high-frequency, randomlyoriented texture patterns. Figure 3 shows a close-up example of typical polyp appearance.

Figure 3: A close-up view of a
polyp and the resulting disruption
of the local innominate groove
pattern.

3.2.1

Groove Features

We use oriented 2D Gabor filters to detect the presence of innominate grooves on the
surface of the colon. We compute Gabor filter responses at 36 orientations (every 10
degrees) and at 19 scales. To combine these features into a single response, we first
take the maximum response over scale at each orientation and then compute the mean
square of these 36 values as the final value for the response image. Example response
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images are shown in figure 4. From these responses we want to classify the resulting
edges into three categories: edges from large ridges, from small, parallel innominate
grooves, and from small, randomly-oriented edges characteristic of polyps.
First, we separate out the large ridges from the smaller grooves. We do this by applying thresholds on both intensity and edge length to the response images, as these
large grooves are typically much brighter and longer than the smaller grooves.

Figure 4: Colonoscopy images (left) and resulting Gabor feature maps (right).
Once the large ridges are thresholded and removed from the response images, we
are left with edges in one of two classes: groups of nearby, parallel edges of the
innominate grooves and randomly oriented edges. We first use the Hough transform
to detect lines in the Gabor feature map. To separate out the innominate grooves, we
consider a window around each pixel with a response in the feature map that contains
3-4 detected lines. For each of these lines, we compare the difference in the minimum
and maximum angles from the Hough transform in the window. If this difference is
less than 45 degrees, the lines are considered parallel and labeled as innominate
grooves. This produces a pixel-by-pixel classification into groove and non-groove
classes. Figure 5 shows results of this initial classification.
This pixelwise labeling produces a mostly reasonable classification but is not
accurate enough to be useful on its own. We refine these results by exploiting the
inherent connectedness of the lines in the image. Using a larger window than in the
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previous step around each pixel, we count the number of neighboring pixels that were
classified as parallel. Non-parallel-labeled pixels with high numbers of nearby
parallel-labeled pixels are then reclassified as parallel, resulting in a more consistent
classification. Figure 5 shows the results of this classification.

Figure 5: Initial (top) and refined (bottom) classification of lines into parallel
(left) and non-parallel (right) groups
3.2.2

Local Color Features

Aside from disruptions to the local groove pattern, polyps may have a different color
distribution than the immediately surrounding tissue. In particular, polyps are often
either more red or more yellow than normal tissue. Figure 6 shows a polyp image and
a red fraction image, computed as 𝑟⁄√𝑟 2 + 𝑔2 + 𝑏 2, where r,g, and b are the red,
green, and blue values at each pixel. Yellow fraction images can similarly be computed as 1 − 𝑏⁄√𝑟 2 + 𝑔2 + 𝑏 2 .
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Figure 6: A colonoscopy image (left) and its red fraction image (right). The
polyp on the right side has a distinctly different appearance than nearby tissue.
3.2.3

Depth Features

In addition to these texture features, we are able to obtain single-frame depth maps
and 3D reconstructions using an adaptation of the method of Wang et al [20] originally developed for endoscopy of the throat. Even “flat” polyps have a subtle raising of
the colon surface at the polyp, and by analyzing local curvature and shape features we
can distinguish the polyp from neighboring tissue. In particular, we use the estimated
depth maps to compute Koenderink’s shape type measure [21], a higher-order geometric feature which takes values from -1 (convex) to +1 (concave). We can compute
the gradient of this measure to find the changes to local geometry around the edges of
the polyp. Figure 7 shows an example frame with its 3D reconstruction and computed
shape type gradient image.

Figure 7: From left to right: A frame containing a polyp, a depth map estimated
for that frame, a 3D reconstruction of that frame, and a shape type gradient image
showing an edge around the polyp. The polyp is indicated by circles/arrow.

4

Experiments & Results

We have conducted several tests of the methodology in Section 3 on a dataset of 20
frames with identified flat polyps and 20 frames with no flat polyps.
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4.1

Groove Classification

As described in section 3.2.1, we classify grooves detected by Gabor feature analysis
into one of three groups: large grooves, small parallel innominate grooves, and randomly oriented grooves. We remove grooves from the first two categories from the
image and consider only the randomly oriented grooves for polyp detection. In particular, we look for density of random grooves in a window to determine how likely it is
to contain a polyp.
We compute random groove maps for 20 images with flat polyps and 20 images
without. In these images we look at windows of size 158175 (on images of size
540675). For the images with polyps, we choose a window containing the polyp as
well as the window not containing the polyp that contains the most randomly oriented
grooves. For each of these windows, we then count the ratio of pixels labeled as
grooves to those that are not so labeled. In every case in which there were random
grooves detected, there were more pixels detected as grooves for the polyp window
compared to the non-polyp window with a mean difference of 0.13. We can reject
with very low p value the hypothesis that there is no difference between the fraction
of randomly-oriented grooves in polyp and non-polyp windows.
For the 20 images without polyps, we only consider the window containing the
most randomly oriented grooves and compare its ratios to the ratios from images with
polyps. Table 1 summarizes the results of this experiment. While the non-polyp images have a notably smaller fraction of pixels with random edges, a conclusion as to the
ability to avoid false positives needs further study since the histogram of random edge
ratios in non-polyp images is far from symmetric.
Polyp
Mean
Std. Dev.

0.18
0.13

No polyp,
polyp image
0.062
0.055

No polyp,
non-polyp image
0.070
0.10

Table 1: Mean and standard deviation of fraction of pixels labeled as grooves in
different window types. Non-polyp windows in both polyp and non-polyp images
appear very similar while the results for polyp windows are much higher.

4.2

Local Color Distribution

We have examined the color distributions of many slides both with and without
polyps. In general, as shown in figure 8, polyps have a different color distribution
than the immediately surrounding tissue; however, these differences are not consistent
across all cases nor do they always differentiate the polyp from other tissue in the
frame. These features can be useful for detecting the boundary between polyps and
their surrounding tissue but are not individually useful for detecting the presence of
polyps. Figure 8 shows original frames and their red and yellow fraction images.
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Figure 8: Original (left), red fraction (middle), and yellow fraction (right)
images of frames containing a polyp.

4.3

Depth Features

We have shown 3D reconstructions of colon sections to several clinicians who have
agreed that adding depth information to these images of flat polyps can make them
easier to detect, as even flat polyps are subtly raised above surrounding tissue. This
indicates that not only could these visualizations be a useful tool for aiding in visually
locating the polyp, but that the addition of depth information could be used to automatically detect the polyp as well. Our gradient of shape type images, as shown in
figure 7, show the ability to find edges near the boundary of the polyp based on
changes in surface curvature. Figure 9 shows additional examples of 3D reconstructions of frames containing polyps with and without texture mapping.

5

Discussion

In this paper, we describe several features that can be used to detect the presence of
flat polyps in frames of optical colonoscopy videos. We have shown that each of these
features on their own can indicate the presence of flat polyps. Of the current work, our
edge-based features show the strongest ability to be able to detect the presence of a
polyp in an image. In images with polyps we notice a clear separation between the
number of randomly-oriented edges in the polyp compared with other regions of the
image. A way to use this feature alone to distinguish images with polyps from those
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without would be to compare the distributions of the fraction of random edges within
a window measure across the entire image, as images with polyps should show a more
bimodal distribution with a peak at the polyp itself. We currently preprocess the images using Gabor filters to obtain an image with more pronounced edges before using
the Hough transform, but this could potentially be replaced by a more simple edge
detector. The color-based feature can help to more accurately define the boundary of
the polyp but is not suited for detection on its own. Our 3D reconstructions can add
important depth information to the image as well as provide for a powerful visualization tool. In future work, we plan to augment these features with others, including
texture features such as run-length and co-occurrence, to develop a catalog of features
that, while on their own may provide only weak or moderate evidence of polyp presence, but when combined will form the basis of a robust polyp detection method.

Figure 9: 3D reconstructions of frames containing polyps with (left) and
without (right) texture. In both examples, there is a clearly raised polyp in the
center of the image.
In addition to the development of new features, for our method to be usable in a
clinical setting we must also make these features much faster to compute. In particular, the Gabor-based groove detection presented in section 3.2.1 is implemented in
MATLAB and is quite slow. We plan to take advantage of the inherent parallelization
of computing each feature as well as parallelizing the computation of the features
themselves. Our goal is to have a system that can input a colonoscopy video during
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the procedure and detect the possible presence of a missed polyp no more than 30
seconds after it has been seen. If we can detect missed polyps before the clinician has
moved too far past them it will be much easier to return to the correct location and
remove the polyp.
We have a significant amount of data to be able to test our methods on. We currently have 47 complete colonoscopy videos, many with polyps, and are in the process of collecting more. Having access to this amount of data will help in creating a
detection method that will be robust to variations in patient anatomy.
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